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I. INTRODUCTION
Representation of electromagnetic (EM) fields in gyrotropic media (where both permittivity tensor 5 and permeability tensor have six non-zero elements) has been <an important topic in electromagnetic theory. And this is especially true when the electromagnetic fields are described in spherical coordinates. In spherical coordinate system, such a material is characterized by six tensor elements (three for permittivity and three for permeability) and k inhomogeneous since the rotational symmetry imposes an origin and comtraints the material principal o p t.ical axes to be orthogonal to the surface of a sphere or conformal with it.
Due to the advances in material science and technology which have manifested fabrications of various kinds of gyrotropic materials, considerable attention has been paid in recent years to the interactions of electromagnetic waves with gyrotropic materials 11-51, Some other works developed certain methods such &s scalar Hertz potentials [6] and scalar superpotentials [7] . Due to the complexity in ex- 
BASIC FORMULATIONS
For anieotropic media, the constitutive ,relationships 8s used in the Maxwell equations is given below:
where the time dependence e-iwt has been assumed but suppressed.
To solve the Maxwell's equations, it is more convenient to pme the problem in terms of only the radial functions E, and H, [SI. After a somewhat lengthy but careful algebra manipulation, we arrive at a coupled set of differential equations involving only radial components E, and H;:
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(sin e-. ) + ~- Using the method of separation of variables, it is found that the solutions are compmed of superpositions of spheric d Btysel €unctions, associated Legendre polynomials, and harmonic functions. which is similar to that in [8] or H , according to a specific case, but it should be, howlead to the Legendre polynomial &s its solution. parameters where the forms of E,, and H , depend on the specified cases discussed later.
For the neat and simplicity of the further'derivations, let us introduce some identities first:
In Eqn. (61, j , ( w ) and yU(m) denotesphericalBessel fun+ t.ions of the first kind and the second kind, respectively. The Q ' ( K~! and h t ? ' ( f i T ) represent spherical Hankel fun* tiom of thc first kind and the second kind, respectively. The orcler U. when used to describe the waves and fields in (114 order to obtain the complete field representation, the tangential components of electromagnetic fields are needed and they are expressed as follows:
isotropic media, is usually an integer; but it is not necessarilj an integer for characterize waves in gyrotropic media. r s i n e a d l a l a
In this case: it depends on the medium parameters and has two values:
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In the last section;the eigenvalues and the angular fun+ tions were obtained. In this section, much effort will be made on Eqn. (3) dealing with the radial functions. Subsequently, we will solve Eqn. (3) for different cases.
To make the solution more straightforward, we need to sepyate the field components i n t o T E andTM-field modes subsequently kith respect t o P. 
